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Abstract
Experimentations have been carried out to characterize the adsorption of Methylene Blue (MB) and Congo
Red (CR) dyes in the aqueous phase onto Rice Husk Ash (RHA). Theoretically analyses are also made for
describing the sorption and diffusion processes. The effective pore diffusivities of the dye molecules studied
in RHA are determined by a suitable global optimization technique. The depth of penetration, on the other
hand, has been estimated for various initial concentrations of dyes. Theoretically predicted concentration profiles are compared with the experimental values at different initial concentrations of these dyes. Such comparative studies indicate that the predicted values are in excellent agreement with the experimental values.
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1. Introduction
Textile industries, dye intermediate manufacturing units
and industries engaged in dyeing/bleaching of textiles
generate colored effluent with high values of Chemical
Oxygen Demand (COD) and Bio-Chemical Oxygen
Demand (BOD). Presence of dyes imparts such higher
values of these parameters. If water bodies receiving
such waste water containing dyes are not properly treated
then adverse environmental impacts are noticed on contact with this wastewater, like allergic dermatitis, skin
irritation and mutation etc. to humans [1] since many of
these dyes were reported to be carcinogenic and highly
toxic to humans. Such discharge of waste water without
proper treatment also reduces the level of photosynthesis
to the water bodies. Thus it is imperative to treat colored
waste water prior to discharge. Colored waste water can
be treated by several methods, like coagulation, membrane separation, biological treatment, adsorption, chemical oxidation (using chlorine, Fenton’s reagent and
ozone) and photo-oxidation (using UV light, TiO2 in
presence of visible light). Adsorption among these
methods is included in almost all waste water treatment
facilities as a polishing stage for meeting the effluent
discharge standards. Available literature revealed that
these dyes were investigated on various adsorbents, like
acid activated red mud [2], dehydrated wheat bran [3],
activated carbon prepared from Bamboo [4], rice husk
[5], adsorbents prepared from Parthenium hysterophorus
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

[6], nitric-acid treated water-hyacinth [7], algae Gelidium,
an industrial waste from agar extraction process and a
composite material obtained by immobilization of the
algal waste with polyacrylonitrile [8], activated carbon
[9], beer brewery waste [10], silica nano-sheets derived
from vermiculite via acid leaching [11], series of
N,O-carboxy-methyl-chitosan/montmorillonite nanocomposites prepared by controlling the molar ratios of N,Ocarboxy-methyl-chitosan and montmorillonite [12], bentonite [13], garlic peel an agricultural waste [14], clay
minerals of bentonite, kaolin and zeolite [15], cetyl
trimethyl ammonium bromide impregnated chitosan
beads [16], maghemite nanoparticles (γ-Fe2O3) [17] and
jute stick powder [18].
Present investigation therefore, aims at assessing the
adsorption characteristics of aqueous solutions of Methylene Blue (MB) and Congo Red (CR) as synthetic dye
containing waste water on a suitable low cost and locally
available adsorbent, Rice Husk Ash (RHA). Studies carried out under batch mode with agitation are important
for generating equilibrium and kinetic data, from which
the effective pore diffusivity of the adsorbate can be
evaluated. The performance of industrial packed bed
adsorber generally depends on the pore diffusivity, an
intrinsic process design parameter. Adsorptive mass
transfer is governed by the external liquid film as well as
the pore diffusion resistances in series. Vigorous agitation is generally adopted in batch adsorption studies and
as a result, the liquid film resistance under this circumstance could be neglected. This in effect causes the adJWARP
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sorptive mass transport to be controlled by the resistance
offered from the pore diffusion. This is characterized by
the concentration independent (due to very low feed
concentration) effective pore diffusion coefficient  D0 
of the adsorbate.
Detailed analysis of the existing literature indicated
that batch adsorption studies on the removal of dyes from
aqueous solution have so far been conducted without
dealing with the mass transfer analysis. Jena et al. [19]
however, reported on the generalized shrinking core
model for analyzing the batch adsorption behavior of
organic molecules in the aqueous phase using porous
silica as well as activated carbon. In this article, an attempt has been made to characterize pore diffusion of
MB and CR dye molecules by adsorption onto RHA using unsteady state mass- and component- balance. The
development of transient concentration profile in the
bulk fluid and concentration distribution of the dye
within the RHA particles in terms of various pertinent
variables of the system is the main objective of the formulation part of the model. Model intended to be developed could also be able to estimate the pore diffusivity
for different dye molecules into RHA particles.

The process of uptake of dye molecules by RHA comprises its adsorption at the surface followed by diffusion
within RHA particles. The RHA particles were assumed
to be spherical and of equal size (diameter) for the ease
of mathematical modeling. The unsteady state diffusion
of a species in a spherical particle can be described by
the following equation
C 1   2 C 


 r D0
t r 2 r 
r 

 D0 

was assumed to

C  r, t  

 C0  t 'e

D0 n 2 2t '
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The amount of dye uptake at any instant of time t per
unit mass of the adsorbate can be obtained from the
Equation (2) as
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Considering the bulk concentration of dye equals the
dynamic surface concentration over RHA, the mass balance equation for the entire system in terms of bulk concentration of the dye of volume V and solid phase
concentration Y  can be expressed as follows
V

dC0
dY
W
dt
dt

(4)

where W is the mass of RHA added to volume V of well
stirred dye solution. Incorporating Equation (3) into
Equation (4), the unsteady state equation of bulk concentration thus becomes
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Equation (5) can be solved numerically in order to obtain the time evolution for bulk concentration. The initial
condition for Equation (5) was taken as C0 = C0,in at t = 0,
where C0,in is the initial bulk concentration of the dye.
The unknown constant parameter in the expression
namely the effective pore diffusivity D0 was estimated
by a global optimization technique in order to achieve
the best fit of model prediction with experimental results.

3. Computational Method

centration of dye within RHA [20] to obtain the following transient concentration distribution
 D0 n 2 2 t t
R2
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(1)

be independent of concentration. The above equation can
be solved analytically for the case of unsteady state surface concentration C0  C0  t   and zero initial con-
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2. Model Development for Sorption and
Diffusion of Dye

The effective pore diffusivity

R
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Equation (5) was numerically solved by fourth order
Runge-Kutta method with step size of t *  105 with a
simultaneous global optimization of diffusivity D0 . The
objective function for global optimization is
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Nine experimental data points (i = 1, 9) distributed
over the time span of 2.5 hrs are sufficient enough for the
system to reach equilibrium that are compared with the
theoretical counterpart at the same instant of time. The
calculated error, after squaring is summed and subsequently averaged for four different runs (j = 1, 4), charJWARP
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acterized by four different initial bulk concentrations. As
the optimization problem is one dimensional, it was
solved by simple Fibonacci search technique [21].

4. Materials and Methods
Rice husk ash (RHA) was collected from a local industry
and was used without any pretreatment for our batch
adsorption investigations using MB and CR dyes [E.
MERCK grade] in the aqueous phase. A digital visible
spectrophotometer (SYSTRONICS: Model-166) was used
for spectral detection of color fixing λmax values at 665
nm and 498 nm for MB and CR respectively. The particle size distribution of the RHA was done using sieve
analysis (Table 1). From the screen analysis of the raw
RHA sample the volume-surface mean diameter d p

 

was found to be 0.0184 mm which was utilized for model
calculations. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) (Model S 3400N, Hitachi, Japan) analysis was also carried
out for the RHA particles for determining the surface
morphology. The SEM analysis clearly indicated the
presence of irregular and highly porous structure of the
RHA sample studied (see Figure 1 for the micrograph).
The depletion of dye concentration owing to adsorption
onto RHA was analyzed by determining the COD values
of the samples following open reflux method recommended in APHA [22] and the percentage removal was
calculated from the following formula

Figure 1. Micrograph of Rice Husk Ash (RHA) particles
under SEM.

rpm; solution pH: 4, 7, 9.2, Natural pH (5.8 for MB Dye;
7.04 for CR Dye).

5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Optimum Operating Conditions and the
Adsorption Isotherms
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Batch adsorption was carried out to find out the effects
of various parameters (like, the initial dye concentration,
the adsorbent dosage, the solution pH and the contact
time) on the percentage removal of dyes. These initial
studies helped in determining the optimum operating
conditions. It was observed from experimentations that
the percentage removal monotonically decreased with
the increase in the initial concentration of dyes and
reached almost constant values for both the dyes after a
contact time of 1 hr beyond which there was no noticeable change in the percentage removal. Therefore, the
equilibrium time was considered to be 1 hr in this study.
The percentage removal was also observed increased
with the increase in the adsorbent dosage to a certain
limiting value beyond which it levels off (Figure 2). The
variation of percentage removal at a fixed adsorbent
dosage with solution pH is shown in Figure 3 for different dyes under investigation. As can be seen from Figure
3 that the percentage removal was increased with the
increase in pH for MB dye, in contrast it was decreased
for CR with pH values. It might be attributed to the adsorbent surface basicity as well as acidity that might be
responsible for showing such behavior of adsorption.
This type of surface behavior can be represented by the
following equations [23]

0.125

33.3

Adsorbent-OH → Adsorbent-O + H

0.075

16

% removal 

C0,in  C0,equi
C0,in

 100

(7)

The range of variables in the present batch experimental programme were: Temperature (K): 303  1;
Adsorbate concentration: 50-300 mg/L; Adsorbent dose:
5-100 g/L; Contact Time: 5-300 min; Shaker Speed: 160
Table 1. Particle size distribution of the Rice Husk Ash
(RHA).
Sieve pore size (mm) Weight of particles retained over sieve (%)

-
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Adsorbent-OH + H → Adsorbent-OH2

+

(9)

Equation (8) indicates basicity of the adsorbent surface
JWARP
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1
as a function of
are
Yet
C0
shown in Figure 4 (for MB dye) and in Figure 5 (for CR
dye). The Langmuir constants along with the correlation
coefficients determined from the slope and intercept of
the linear plots are presented in Table 2. The correlation
coefficients clearly demonstrate that the Langmuir isotherm can well describe the equilibrium adsorption characteristics of the present system.
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Figure 2. Variation of equilibrium percentage removal of
dyes with adsorbent dosage.
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Figure 4. Langmuir plot for MB dye adsorption at optimum
operating conditions.
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Figure 3. Variation of equilibrium percentage removal of
dyes with pH.

at higher pH, while Equation (9) indicates adsorbent surface acidity at lower pH. Therefore, MB being a cationic
dye was adsorbed onto the RHA surface effectively at
higher pH since the adsorbent surface attained basicity at
higher pH per Equation (8). The adsorption beyond a pH
of 6.0 was better here yielding better removal of MB. In
contrast, CR being an anionic dye was adsorbed onto
RHA surface effectively at lower pH since the adsorbent
surface attained acidity at lower pH per Equation (9).
The adsorption was however, observed deteriorated on
increasing pH > 4.0 in this case. Therefore, the removal
of CR on RHA by adsorptive mass transport was better
at lower pH. The optimum solution pH was found to be
6.0 for MB and 4.0 for CR from these initial studies. The
optimum adsorbent dosage was found to be 40.0 g/L and
80.0 g/L for MB and CR dyes respectively.
Equilibrium studies were carried out under optimum
operating conditions as described previously to determine the Langmuir adsorption isotherm parameters ( k0
and YS ). The linearized forms of the isotherm for difCopyright © 2010 SciRes.

Figure 5. Langmuir plot for CR dye adsorption at optimum
operating conditions.
Table 2. Values of Langmuir constants at optimum operating condition and statistical data.
Types of dye
studied

Langmuir constants

Correlation coefficient (R2)

k0 (L/mg)

YS (L/g)

Methylene Blue

0.5832

6.90

0.99

Congo Red

0.0079

0.953

0.97
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5.2. Dynamic Characterization of the
Concentration Profile
 C 
The values of dimensionless concentration  0 
C 
 0,in 
against time were generated numerically after solving
Equation (5) with simultaneous optimization of the effective pore diffusion coefficient  D0  . These values were

compared with experimental values. Comparisons of such
model predicted values with experimental data at four
different initial concentrations of 50, 100, 200 and 300
mg/L for both dyes in combination with RHA as adsorbent are shown in Figure 6 (for MB) and in Figure 7 (for
CR). It can be seen from these figures that the model prediction agreed reasonably well with the experimental data,
with a maximum standard deviation of 0.0347 for MB
and 0.0599 for CR. Clearly, this finding establishes the
general validity of the proposed in describing the adsorp-

ET AL.

tion of different dyes on RHA. The values of pore diffusivity of MB and CR dye molecules in RHA were determined from the present analysis and details of which are
shown in Table 3. It can be seen from the table that the
pore diffusivities of MB and CR dye molecules onto
RHA were 1.34 × 10-9 m2/s and 8.65 × 10-10 m2/s respectively. Clearly, it demonstrates that MB dye molecules
diffused faster than CR dye molecule resulting in better
removal of MB dye. In terms of increasing order of pore
diffusivity values, the dye molecule can be arranged as
MB, CR. Owing to relatively higher pore diffusivity
value of MB dye molecule, further analysis will be carried out in respect of this molecule in order to avoid redundancies. The transient concentration distribution of
MB dye molecules into the RHA particle was also evaluated using Equation (2) as shown in Figure 8. The findings of this work could be very much useful in the design
and simulation of a packed bed adsorption column intended to be put into practice. Results thus establish the
potential of RHA as an adsorbent for treating industrial
dye containing toxic effluents.

5.3. Effectiveness of the Proposed Model
Compared with Other AdsorptionDiffusion Models
In order to establish the gross effectiveness of the proposed adsorption-diffusion model, the predictions of the
Table 3. Values of effective pore diffusivity obtained by
SCM and standard errors.

Figure 6. Variation of dimensionless bulk concentration with
time for four different initial bulk concentrations of MB dye.

Figure 7. Variation of dimensionless bulk concentration with
time for four different initial bulk concentrations of CR dye.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Types of
dye studied

Pore
diffusion,
D0 (m2/s)

Maximum

Minimum

Average

Methylene
Blue

1.34 × 10-9

0.0357

0.0043

0.0182

Congo Red

8.65 × 10-10

0.0589

0.0142

0.0378

Standard error

Figure 8. Degree of penetration of MB dye onto RHA particles.
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proposed model was compared with two standard adsorption-diffusion models, namely, the diffusion model
according to Vermeulen’s approximation [24] and the
parabolic diffusion model [25].
According to Vermeulen’s approximation of impregnated diffusion model the plot of ln 1  F2 as a func-



tion of time

t 

should give a straight line with a slope

1  C0  t 
π 2 D0
, where F 
R
1  C0*  t 
*

of



and C0*  t 

equi

is

equi

the dimensionless concentration at equilibrium. Values
obtained from the two models (i.e., Vermeulen’s and the
proposed model) with respect to discrete experimental
data points for RHA-MB dye system are compared and
shown in Figure 9. The values of standard error of
0.4611  C0,in  50 ppm  and 0.872  C0,in  300 ppm 

were obtained for Vermeulen’s model; while the values
of standard error of 0.326  C0,in  50 ppm  and 0.152

C

0,in

 300 ppm 

were obtained for the proposed

model, establishes that the proposed model yields much
better result than Vermeulen’s approximation coupled
impregnated diffusion model.
The parabolic diffusion model, on the other hand, preF
1
dicts a linear relationship between
and 1/ 2 . Values
t
t
obtained from the two models (i.e., parabolic diffusion
model and the proposed model) for RHA–MB dye system are compared and shown in Figure 10. The values of
standard error for the proposed model were 0.0049
 C0,in  50 ppm  and 0.0043  C0,in  300 ppm  , whereas
the values of standard error for the Parabolic model were
0.0114  C0,in  50 ppm  and 0.0101  C0,in  300 ppm  ,

Figure 9. Comparison of the proposed model with the diffusion model according to Vermeulen for MB.

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Figure 10. Comparison of the proposed model with the
parabolic diffusion model for MB dye.

establishes that the proposed adsorption-diffusion model
yields superior result over the other two standard models.
Clearly, the comparative analyses elicit the superiority of
the general applicability of the proposed model over the
Parabolic model and Vermeulen’s approximation coupled impregnated diffusion model in ascribing the dynamic behavior of the present system under different
parametric conditions.

6. Conclusions
The performance of RHA obtained from local rice mill
was analyzed as an adsorbent for the removal of MB and
CR dyes from their synthetic aqueous solution. SEM
analysis revealed the irregular and porous surfaces suitable for adsorption. Experimentation under batch mode
was carried out to generate baseline data, like the equilibrium time for adsorption for dyes and optimum adsorbent dosage as well as solution pH. These baseline
data were used to validate a proposed adsorption-diffusion
model formulated to simulate the adsorption process dynamics. Latter, a global optimization technique was
adopted in order to evaluate values of the effective pore
diffusivity for different dyes in the RHA. Additionally,
the performance of the present system was also characterized using other two standard adsorption-diffusion
models, namely the Parabolic model and Vermeulen’s
approximation coupled impregnated diffusion model.
Comparison of the performances of the proposed model
and other two standard adsorption-diffusion models
clearly demonstrated the superiority of the proposed
model over two other two models in analyzing the behavior of the present system. The pore diffusivity values
evaluated as an outcome of the present analysis could be
gainfully used in the modeling as well as simulation of
the industrial adsorption column.
JWARP
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Nomenclature

position r within the RHA particle
C0  t  or C0 Dye concentration in the bulk solution at
any time t
C0,equi Equilibrium dye concentration in the bulk solution
C0,in Initial dye concentration in the bulk solution




*model
C0,ij
Dimensionless concentration parameter accord-

ing to model
*exp
C0,ij
Dimensionless concentration parameter according
to experiment
CR Congo Red dye
D0 Effective pore diffusion coefficient
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d p Volume surface mean diameter

C  r , t  Concentration of dye at time t and at radial

 C
C0* Dimensionless concentration in the bulk   0
 C
0,in


ET AL.

E  D0  Objective function for global optimization

F Parameter defined in the Subsection 5.3.
k0 Langmuir isotherm constant
MB Methylene Blue dye
 dp
R Mean radius of the RHA particles  
 2

r Radial coordinate
RHA Rice Husk Ash
t Time
t ' Dummy variable used in Equation (2)
V Volume of stirred solution
W Mass of RHA added
Ys Langmuir isotherm constant






Yet Adsorbed amount in equilibrium with bulk concentration at time t
 P Bulk density of RHA particles
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